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Judge Posner Delivers Cooley Lectures
7th Circuit Judge Offers Perspective on Cardozo's Morality
By Steve Chalk

"He's still widely considered a judicial
saint..

Although he began with that s uperlatJ\·e comment. Richard Posner said he hoped
hi!' lf'l'tures this week on former Supreme
Courtjustice Benjamin Cardozo would offer
a balanced perspecm·e and let indh1duals
make their own choices.
"My goal in these lectures is to offer a
fair appraisal of Cardozo.· Posner said
~1onday. addressing the law school community on Cardozo's "Life. Judicial Philosophy. and Judicial Technique.· to begin
the three-part Thomas M. Cooley Lecture
series on the reputation of the esteemed
judge.
In introducing Posner · a judge of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the SevenU1 Circuit - Professor James Krier mentioned
Posner's tremendous contribution as a law
professor to the areas of law and economics. and jurisprudence.
"His outpouring of words and ideas
was simply incredible.· Krier said. adding
that -you can imagine the collective s igh of
relief (in the academic community) when
Richard Pos ner became a judge.·
Posner said many legal observers
v.'O nder lf Cardozo. whose opinions "do
re\·eal a strong streak of moralism.· were
influenced by the tragedy of his famUy
background. He said Cardozo's father was
forced to resign a trial court judgeship after

facing the prospect of impeachment for
giVing favors to the 1\veed rtng in . ·ewYork.
Also. both of Cardozo's parents died when
he was s till young. Posner said.
According to Posner. the uprightn~ss
of Cardozo's own ltfestyle has been ques·
tioned. In part because he never married.
Posner said some rumors have depcted an
·abnormal intimacy· between Cardozo and
his elder slsterEllen. with whom he resided
until her death. However. "the line be·
tween Incest and intimacy is a bright one.·
Posner added.
Nevertheless. Posner suggested that
the possibility of marriage between cousins
-a practice not uncorrunon within Cardozo's
immediate religious community in 1\"ew
• York - may have contributed to the chronic
poor health of numerous family members.
including Cardozo. Ellen. and their parents.
Posner said that although such allegations mlgh t appear to make Cardozo's moral
emphasis as a Judge seem hypocritical,
·not enough really is known about Cardozo's
life to psychoanalyze him at this late date.·
Cardozo's reputation as a "saint"
stemmed less from deep religious conviction - a quality he did not really possess ·
than from his everyday manners and conduct. Posner said. Indicating that after all.
·no saint has ever been a successful trial
lawyer.· Cardozo "plainly was a very nice
man.· according to Posner, and "he seems

FLP to Honor Local Judge
Special to The Res Gestae

The Family Law Project celebrates Its
tenth anniversary ·with a combined blrth:!ay party/benefit November 27. Found In
1979 by Michigan students and faculty.
FlP's goal is to provide legal services not
otherwise available In the corrununitywhUe
offering practical experience to law stu·
dents. FLP Is still the only organization in
Washtenaw County providing low cost legal
servtces to battered women.
The benefit will honor·Judge William
Ager of the Circuit Court of Washtenaw
Coun ty. Ager frequently hears FLP cases
nd is noted for his courtesy to student
ttorneys. Several local attorneys who are
members of the FLP Board of Directors
have noted. "When you walk Into Judge
Ager's courtroom. you are a student attorney. When you walk out. you are an

attorney.· A plaque will be presented to
Judge Ager. Certificates will also be given
to the Domestic Violence Project and the
Sheriffs Department.
The dual celebration will be from 4:00
to 6:00 in the Kenytown Concert Hall.
There will be a cash bar for beer. wine. cider
and botUed water. A S20 donation is
requested. with additional glfts appreciated. AJl proceeds benefit the Family Law
Project.
Student tickets are a\cillable for a SlO
donation. and all law students are encouraged to attend. Volunteers are need~¢ to
check Invitations. sell drink tickets. and
tend bar. Volunteers will be admitted free.
Students interested In attending or helping
out should contact FLP Case Supervisor
Emily Wolfe.

never to have given serious offense" while they were being told.· and therefore did not
sen1ng on the bench.
realize that Cardozo was turning the law of
"You have to be a judge to really under- :\ew York upside down. indicated Gilmore.
s tand how difficult that is,· he added.
Posner said he felt that although "there
Posner said Cardozo's intelligence and were some occasions when Cardozo con·
politeness helped him rise from a home- cealed innovation as fidelity to e."<isting
tutored student to trial practice to a posi- law: records from :\ew York Court of
tion on Xew York's highest court. and then Appeals cases during Cardozo's tenure
fmally to the United States Supreme Court reveal no violent dissents to the decisions
near the end of the Hoover administration. he wrote.
"The nomination was a fluke. · Posner
In concluding his address. Posner
said. emphasizing the irony of a conserva- commented upon the style of some of
tive Republican president nominating a Cardozo's extra-judicial writings. In publiberalJewishjudge from New York. "What lications like "'The Nature of Judicial ?rocput him over the top was the dearth of ess· (1921). Posner said. Cardozo's pros.!
political alternatives.· Posner concluded.
did occasionally tend to become ·fancy and
Apparently. Cardozo's political mod- precious."
eration might also have helped his Judicial
Describing one view of the judlci<L
ascension. "He held no extreme views. had process. Cardozo depicted a scene in which
no violent convictions." Posner said.
"the victim Is offered up to the gods." who
While some critics have questioned as judges suppose to stand for regularity in
Cardozo's lifestyle, Posner said others have their decisions. Posner said that although
chosen to take issue with his writing style. Cardozo sought to discredit the image of
Posner said one associate of Cardozo - the judge as a calculating machine. he
Judge Frank- ridiculed Cardozo's tntellec- tried to convey his point through an e.xagtual approach in an anonymous letter gerated use of metaphors.
published afcer the latter's death. Posner
The aim of such metaphors. however,
quoted Frank as stating. "He thought in a was to encourage that the law be guided by
foreign language: eighteenth century a consideration of Its impact upon social
English.· and later conceding that welfare - and not just by e-xpedience or
"(Cardozo's) writings have grace, but It is/ $adition. according to Posner. He quoted
an alien grace.·
( fi/ap}':Po:
According to Posner, Professor Grant
JI'Fe'l' f.l.!es in our time are so well
Gilmore thought Cardozo used language to establis~ea lh~they cannot be called on
~lr existence. ·
disguise his own judicial agenda.
any time to-ju
"The less glfted lower court jqdfles were 't, vJBdge Pos e!'~~~ again today at
frequently at a loss to undersfa1\,d what 4:00 in Room 100. I
f I
I /J
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No RG Next~Jfeek
•
Due to the Thanksgiving Hollday, The Res Gestae wlll not
publlsh next week. We wish the entire law school community a
happy and safe Thanksgiving.
· The next issue of the RG will be Wednesday, Ncrvember 29.
This will also M. the last issue of the Fall Term. Groups or
individuals wishing to place advertisements should submit copy
by Friday, November 24. Submissions by writers or letters to the
editor must be in by Saturday, November 25, at 5 :00 p.m.

Happy Thanksgiving
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Some Things Never Change
By Robert Goldberg

I know. I'd sworn never to touch The Michigan Daily
again. But there I was. in desperate need of breakfast
reading materi3..1. and Friday's Daily lay longingly on the
table. My two-year silent boycott crashed to an end.
Rewind the tape for a moment. Arriving in Ann Arbor
in August 1987. I excitedly anticipated writing for The
Daily. After fouryears In Ithaca -where TheComeiiDaily
Sun commands 20 cents of respect - I imagined a
newspaper six limes The Sun's size would be a journalistic
step up. After all. The Daily has a proud history (Tom
Hayden cut his radical teeth there). But I was quickly. and
rudely. awakened. My loathsome disgust for this PW
propaganda s heet catalyzed a solemn vow never to read
The TerroriSt Daily again.
Fast forward to my recent breakfast. I figured what
the heck: things change. right? I'm open-minded. Maybe
The Dail!J no longer advocates public hangings of all
landlcrd!.; maybe it no longer supports egging of all
persons weartng business suits: maybe it no longer discerns pathological racism in every utterance of tenured
faculty: maybe It no longer blames all the world's ills on an
International Zionist banking cartel. Maybe. just maybe.
In two long years, The Daily finally reclaimed- dare I say
It? - responsibility. At least I was willing to find out.
So I peeked inside. An insane ediloria! on prisons,
"'Throw away the locks,· actually proposes - well. read for
yourself: "!Tihe solution to overcrowding. surprising as it
may seem. Is to stop building new prisons... . Michigan
will spend $1 billion on prison construction this yertr. It
Is In everyone's Interest to oppose this. and to demand that
prisoners be released to relieve the overcrowding that
exists now.·
I swear,l'm not making this up. The solution to prison
overcrowding Is prisoner release? Talk about missing the
forest for the trees. I suppose the solution to hljackings is
less air travel. Really. If this editorial weren't serious, it
would fit comfortably In Mad magazine.
Drop down to a recruiting ad: "'The Opinion page Is
actively recruiting women, people of color. lesbians and
gay men.· Aside from the message's offensive sub text to
heterosexual. white males (go home. pigs), the ad also
neatly demonstrates the reductio ad absurdum of panderIng to every conceivable special-Interest group. What
next. a special invitation to divorced. Aleutian steelwork·
ers?
Ah. and then there's the anonymous diatribe, a classic
method ofevading accountability. Here it's ar. op·ed piece
on abortion by an alleged group called "Solidarity" - not
the Polish union. mind you, but some local socialists. Of

course. The Daily supplies no author. no names. not a
single Identifiable soul to claim responsibility for these
orphaned thoughts-just an OIWellian. one-word.llfeless
pseudo-organization. ("Solidarity" isn't listed in eiU1er the
city or campus directory.) No respectable newspaper
would ever print such disembodied opinions.
But the Issue's sickest outrage is a nauseating tirade
by an incarcerated terrorist titled ·women Political Prisoners.· In this abomination. the writer. a convicted felon
named Susan Rosenberg. hysterically claims the U.S. is
illegally confining political prisoners like herself.
Now I appreciate the difficulties of pti son life. It must
be comforting for this serial criminal lo convince herself
that her misdeeds were actually noble a cts in furtherance
of a lofty crusade. Those long. lonely cellblock nights are
enough to drive anyone to egomaniacal delusions of
grandeur.
But let's be honest. If I throw a Molotov Cocktail
through Duderstadt's window to protest discrimination.
I'm no different from the 14-year-old hoodlum who shat·
ters tht>. same glass for kicks. C1ime Is crime. the
malfea.:oant's Ideological motivations notwithstanding.
Rosenberg attempts to evoke sympathy for her plight.
Imagine, she writes with sinister overtones. an ·underground basement· [sic! with mesh-covered windows. sur·
velllance cameras. eleclronlc gates and s pecially trained
guards.
Horror of horrors! Well, Susan. that's a prison. and
that's where you go when you shoot. bomb. rob and
murder your way across the Northeast.
Let me tell you a little bit about Susan Rosenberg.
which you won't find In The Daily. In 1982. she was
charged with two counts of racketeering and six counts of
bank robbery, stemming from: kidnapping of a prison
guard and malron In New Jersey: armed robbery in
upstate New York: two armed robberies In Connecticut:
armed robbery In the Bronx. where the thieves murdered
a guard; and the bloody Brinks robbery. where the crtmi·
nals killed a guard and two police officers. Rather than
face trial and argue her innocence, Rosenberg fled .
In 1984, police arrested her again and. pursuant to a
valid search warrant. discovered an arsenal of weapons,
explosives and ammunition including: a loaded Walther
PPK .38 semiautomatic pistol: a loaded Browning nine·
millimeter se.m lautomatlc pis tol: an Uzi s hort-barrelled
rifle: a sawed-offlthaca shotgun; a Sturm Ruger .223 rifle:
a Colt .38 revolver: a Wesson .357 revolver: a Colt .45
semia utomatic pis tol: a Mossberg .808 bolt-action rifle:
several frrearms. s uch as a Sturm Ruger .357 revolver,
with obliterated serial numbers; 199 sUcks of Hercules
dynamite: 110 sticks of Dupont high explosives: 24 car·
trldges of Hercules blasting agent: and 50 pounds of
Hercomlx blasting agent.

Rosenberg was convicted by a jury of her peers (one
count of conspiracy to possess firearms. explosives and
false ldentillcatlon: three counts of possession of unregis·
tered firearms: one count of canying explosives during the
commission of a felony: four counts Involving possession
of false idP.ntification documents and counterfeit Social
Security cards) and sentenced to 58 years.
Not exactly your prototypical prisoner of conscience.
you might say.
In September. a unanimous D.C. Court of Appeals
panel - including the court's two staunchest liberals.
Harry Edwards (person of color) and Ruth Bader Ginsburg
(woman)- thoroughly rejected every point in Rosenberg's
Daily piece.
Wait. it gets worse. Unbt>lievably. beneath Rosenberg's
piece. The Daily actually endorses her ·campaign· and
pro'.ides names and addresses oftwo organizations working on her behalf. Can you imagine any decent newspaper
engaging in such follow-up adYocacy? (Send checks to the
Marcos Burial Fund. P.O. Box ....)
Susan Rosenberg is a blood-soaked. unrepentant
terr01ist committed to the violent overthrow of the governmen~: she even promised. in open court. to fomen t armed
revolution behind prison walls. You wouldn't want to meet
her on a dark night on the Diag (perhaps the most
dangerous place a Daily editor braves in four sheltered
years).
Now there's something particularly contemptibleespecially craven. sickeningly pathetic- about a breast·
beating revolutionary who. once caught. whines to federal
courts about constitutional rights. shamelessly seeking
the protections of the democracy she's seeking to destroy.
The Daily's judgment -In prominently publishing the
self-serving. sympathy-seeking distortions of a self-proclaimed urban guerrilla - Is revolting. What next. a
weekly column by Abu Nidal?
And the juxtaposition of Rosenberg's page-four pub·
llcity with The Deily's free-the-felons edltortal truly calls
Into question the editors· sanity.
Well, you get the idea. The Daily hasn't changed: if
anything. it's deteriorated. If The Daily cost a nickel.
readership would plummet in haif.
ThP. aggravating thing is. The Daily purports to propound liberalism. an ideology near and dear to my heart.
But The Daily Isn't liberai: it's nothing. The Daily's
unfocused, incoherent undergrad-babble s macks only of
nonsensical, reflexive anti·Establishmentlsm. And by
cloaking Its lunacy in the mantle of liberalism. The Daily
discredits a thorougrJy credible philosophy.
Just wait till these Daily types grow up. get jobs. buy
homes and raise families. They'll chuckle at their co:.Jeglate foolishness.
And we'lllaugh at them. even harder than we do now.

TOO LATE FOR 2ND
AND 3RD YEAR
STUDENTS TO LOCK
IN SAVIN GS OF UP
TO $175!
Kaplan-SMH fall discounts
for 2nd and 3 rd year
students are !n effect until
November 17th. With a $50
registration deposit you get:
• $125 to $175 off our full course
pri ces!

• SMH law School Summaries II,
a concise review o f t he black
letter law for stand ard 2nd an d
3rd year courses !

See your Campus Rep, or call:
, - ---~TAN LEY H. KAPLAN
I
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
MICHIGAN AREA
ANN ARBOR
DETROIT
EAST LANSING
GRAND RAPIDS

(313) 662-3149
(31 3) 569-5320
(517) 332-2539
_

__:_
(6--'
16) ~~ 7:9701

.--._STANUYH.

KAPlAN..SMH

BAR REVIEW SERVICES
(800)KAP·TEST (800)343·9188
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The Law School Arts Committee Is
looking for experienced persons with an
interest In theatre to assist with the pro·
duction of a full -length play Winter semester. All law school students/faculty /starr
are welcome. ParUcularly needed are persons with experience in set design /con·
strucUon, lighting design. costume designing/coordination. and stage management.
If interested. please contact Rich PerlofTby
pendaflex or at 769-8145.
On Saturday. November4,1989, S heryl
Grant (wife of UM Law School student.
Todd Grant) died suddenly of complications arising from pneumonia. She is
survived by her husband Todd and their 17
month old twins. David and Andrew.
To assist Todd in this hour of profound
need. the students of his class, with the
encouragement of the administration of
the Law School. have established a n emer·
gency fund in Scheryl Grant's memory. All

1

1

donations to this fund will be passed directly to the Grant Family. Donations in
any amount will be deeply appreciated.
Please make checks payable to the
"Grant Family Fund" and deliver aU donations toSheny Kozlouski. 301 HH. Inquiries may be directed to Assoc. Dean Susan
Eklund at 764-0516or Hans Beyer at 6687709.

You can help by giving blood at the follow ing location: Mon.-Frt.. Nov. 13-17 at the
Michigan Union. 12-6 p.m.

NEED HELP WITH RESEARCH?
Whether you're working on a seminar paper.
doing a brief for Case Club. looking for
information on a law firm or a judge. or
doi ng research for class discussion. the
Reference Librarians in the library can
The LSSS will be sponsoring a coiJec- help you organl7.e you search. show you
tion of canned food for local n eedy and how to u se the library and its collection.
homeless persons. please bring cans of give a refresher lesson on Lexis or WesUaw.
food and place them in the box in front of or do a computer search of non-law sources.
HH 100 from now until November 17. If WHERE: S · l. at the Reference/Informa·
students bring cans to class on Nov. 15. lion Desk. WHEN: 10 a.m.- 9 p.m. Mon.
participating professors will gtve you lm· Thurs. 10 a.m. -5 p.m. Fri. Noon to 9 p.m.
munity from being called on In class.
Sun. Student Desk Assistants are also
available to help you 9 a.m. -midnight Sun.·
Mich igan is in desperate need ofblood. Sat. at the Reference/Infonnation Desk.
The Red Cross has. been taxed by two 1ne Library has short handouts on how to
d isasters recently. the hurricane on the do research on many topics.
east coast. and the earthquake on the west.

Farewell to Superclerk
Continued from Page Eight
and very carefully turned on the hot water.
Immediately. a stream of liquid shot out.
bounce-d ofT the porcelain and soaked my
Ue and the crotch of my pants.
Screaming in frustration and horror. I
grabbed at the towel dispenser and found
it empty. I panicked. I ran through the
restroom \\1shing desperately for an air
dryer. Finally. I settled on buttoning my
coat to hide the stain.
I made my way to the office of the
Hiring Partner and peered in. "Ready?" I
asked.
·sure. come on in,· he said, motioning
me to a chair.
I entered and closed the door behind
me. Images of the lion's den flashed before
me. I realized I was helpless.
The Partner reached into his desk and
pulled out a piece of paper. It unfolded into
a list three feet long.
"First. we'll discuss your bad points..

1

signment sheets long out of date. projects
I had totally forgotten and never done.
Oops.
Later. when all was done, I was ready
to go. Five o'clock rolled around but still I
lingered. I couldn't quite bring myself to
abandon the light tan v:alls and rust-col·
ored carpeting. I had grown accustomed to
the meandering halls that lead you from
office to office. I knew I would miss the
sounds and ~mells of everyday office life. I
hadn't been given my last paycheck.
Finally. I gathered my belongings and
rang for the elevator. Only a twenty-fourstory ride down stood between me and
unemployment. I honestly couldn't say
whether or not I would be hired. I knew

that this might be the last
time I would work with these
people who hnd welcomed
me so kindly In May. Over
the summer. I had made
some money. I had made
some friends and I had
learne-d a lot about people
and the law. I would miss it.
The elevator arrived
and. lakin~ one last look. I
entered. 1ne doors closed
and a single tear rolled down
my cheek.
"Goodbye. "I whispered.
The elevator went up.

ROOM FOR RENT WINTER TERM
Own room in 3 bedroom h ouse. share with
2 grad students. llaw. 1 engineering: large
livin~ room and kitchen. cable tv. washer &
dryer. 5 min. walk to law school. $312 in·
eludes heat. Call Joan or Eric 769-1071.
Do you need extra cash? Opportunity
to sell top-quality suits to your fellow srudents. and make an attractive commision
on each sale. Develop your own marketing
and adverUsing skills. Call 996-2644 for
more information .
Call for photos! The Quadrangle. the
law school yearbook. wants to publish your
candid photos of2Ls and 3Ls. Submiued
photos should be B&W or glossy fmish
color. Please write your name on the back
if you want them returned and Jet us know
the nam~s of the people in the photos. Put
In Oex outside Rm. 300.

Introducing the
Res Gestae Dictionary
Definition of the Week!
foudroyan t (foo DROYent: Fr. foo dwa YAHI\ry,
aqj. l. strikin~ as with lightning: s udden and
overwhelming In effect; stunning: da7..zling. 2.
PathoL. (of disease) beginning in a sudden and
severe form. I< F. prp. ofjoudroyer to strike with
lightni~. deriv.

ofjoudre lightning< Ljulgw1

The first person who successfully uses this
word in class this week may earn a priZe from the
Res Gestae. Verification of your achievement
must be in the form of a letter from the professor
of the class typed on Law School stationery. Good
luck!

Features

Low Degree of Volition?

I fainted.
Thirty minutes later. I was back In the
The following poem appeared in the
conference room recounting my experience October 27. 1989 issue of The National
to the other clerk. I sat in a daze. working Review. The author is s pecuJated to be
to formulate each word. I believe my physi- Ogden Nash. Does this poem apply to you?
cal and mental state were set back years. -Eds.
For weeks after. I was haunted by the
experience.
Where There's a Will, There 's Velleity
The worst pari was that the decision Seated one day at the dictionary I was
whether to hire me had not been made and
pretty weary and also pretty Ul at ease.
would not be for several weeks. The Hiring Because a word I had always liked turned
Committee would have to meet and talk
out not to be a word at all, and suddenly
about it. Until then, I would have to cool my
!found myself among the v's,
heels and walt. The axe would hover over And suddenly among the v's I came across
me for a long time.
a new word which was a word called
I spent the rest of the afternoon cleanvelleity,
ing out my work area and saying goodbye So the new word !found was better than the
to those I had missed on the first sweep. It
old word I lost. for which I thank my
was a bittersweet time as I discovered
tutelary deily.
memos I had written months before. as- Because velleily is a word which gives me

great satisfaction.
Because do you know what il means. It
means low degree of volition not
prompting to action,
And I always knew I had something holding
me back but I di.dn 't know what
And it's quite a relief to know it isn't a
conspiracy. U's only velleity that I've
got.
Because to be wonderful at everything was
something I couldn't see,
While all the 1!me. ofcourse. my volition was
merely uolltion of a low degree,
Which is thR kind of t;olilion thai you are
better olf without it,
Because it puts an idea in your head bur
doesn't prompt you todoanything about
il.
So you think It would be nice to be a great

pianist but why bother wUh practicing
for hours ar thR keyboard.
Or you would like to be the romanric caprain
of a romantic ship but can't .find tbne ro
study navigation or charts of Lhe ocean
or the seaboard;
You want a lor of money but you are nor
prepared to work for it.
Or a book lo read in bed but you do not care
to go into thR nocturnal cold and murk
.for it,
And now if you have any such symptoms
you can identify your malady with
accurate sponlaneity:
Ir ·s velleity.
So don't forger to remember that you're
velleilous. and if anybody says you're
just lazy.
Why. they're crazy.
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Harold Reveals His Bowl Predictions

By Harold Hunter
M Bowl Contest Predictions
Vertfied by J.e trustworthy
Editor-In-Chief Paul
Czarnota on Friday. November 1o. 1989.
(Note: My predicted winner of each bowl is in bold.)
ORANGE BOWL: Notre Dame v. Colorado
SUGAR BOWL: Alabanla v. Miami
COTI'ON BOWL: Texas A&.M v. Michigan
ROSE BOWL: Illinois v. usc
FIESTA BOWL: Tennessee v. Florida state
CITRUS BOWL: West Virginia v. Nebraska
HALL OF FAME BOWL: Auburn v. Virginia
GATOR BOWL: Clemson v. Ohio state
NATIONAL CHAMPION: NOTRE DAME
Thank you to all that ventured into the dangerous. yet
exhilirating. waters of the 1989 Res Gestae Bowl Predic·
tion contest. We received a record 38 entries this year.
including entries from faculty. staff. and spouses. After a
cursory review of the entries. itis a pparent that more than
a few of you have been doing your homework. Just a note
to some: Bad boys stay home. Entrants who picked
Houston and Oklahoma to be in bowls should know that
these schools are on probation and their players will be
spending the holidays with family-<>r in Oklahoma's case.
possibly in prison. Oh well. One of the advantages of the
relativeiy early deadline is that mistakes like these can be
overcome by superior predictions in the other bowls.
because very few of the bowl participants were known
prior to the deadline. Finally. yo Alecl-thanks for the
entry. but the predicli0n of the eventual point spreads.
while probably accurate. was nevertheless not required.
PREDICTIONS OF TOP GAMES THIS WEEK
My heartfelt apologies go to those sick individuals
who actually relied on my prognostications last week.
They stunk. Badly. The gut-wrenching intoxication of
yet another Husker heartbreaker in a big game evidently
slill permeated my sorry excuse for mental faculties when
I inked my ignorance last week. That's my story. and I'm
sticking to it. However. I did learn a valuable lesson.
Never. ever again will I pick an east coast football team to
beat a real football power. Can you spell "Pittsburgh
Powderpuffs"? Miami can. So can Notre Dame. Watching Pittsburgh. Penn S tate. Syracuse. and West Virginia
run up impressive records playin.(! each other early on Is
kind of like watching turkeys grow- Why bother? Hell.
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you're just going to get slaughtered every November and but do still possess a nucleus of great athletes certainly
December when the Big Boys get hungry.
capable of playing with the top teams.
Because this is In e ffect a two-week Issue. I am making
Howe~er. I'm going to go with the Hus kers to make it
predictions for a ll important games through the 25th of tw? stra!~nt over the Sooners. Quarterback Gerry GdowNovember. Especially tentative Is the Notre Dame at ski turns in stellar .performances weekly, and certatnly
Miami prediction. because Notre Dame still must travel to deserves strong Hetsman consideration (1 5 touchdown
Happy Valley to play the Niltany Lions this week. and may passes, 12 rushing touchdowns, and this week could be·
be in for somewhat of a struggle. though I find that come the ft.fth quarterback to run and throw for over a
unlikely. In fairness to Penn State, Blair Thomas is a pro- thousand yards apiece in the same season) . Additionally.
quality running back. and Andre Colltns is a legitimate All- the Big Red's defense smothered a superior Colorado
American at linebacker. More importantly. Joe Paterno is option attack for most of the game. and should perform
a pretty fair big-game coach. However. the Irish possess equally well this week. I expect a low-scoring game. with
superior talent at every position. and if ~ey aren't looking Nebraska's more diversified offense overcoming the "Sooner
ahead to the ·canes. should prevail h:mdily.
Jinx· In coach Garry Gibbs' first shot at the Huskers.
OKLAHOMA at NEBRASKA-For the frrst time in Nebraska 20 Oklahoma 16
almost 30 years. the outcome of this game will not
PREDICTIONS OF OTHER TOP GAMES THIS WEEK
deterrninetheBigEightchampion. More importantly. this MICHIGAN 31
MINNESOTA 13
year will be the ft.rst time in my life that I will not be able GEORGIA 20
AUBURN 17
to visually experience this game, because I'm imprisoned TENI\TESSEE 37
MISSISSIPPI 21
in wonderful A.tm Arbor. and becat:se the Sooners can't NOTRE DAME 24
PENN STATE 13
seem to keep their butts out of probation. Thus. I'm now USC 24
UCLA 17
relegated to having to call home and spend approxim.1tely WASHINGTON 32
WASHINGTON STATE 31
$30-$40 to listen to the radio broadcast of the gan1e over
EARLY PREDICTIONS OF TOP GAMES NEXT WEEK
the phone. For me. this is tantamount to making a very MICHIGAN 27
OHIO STATE 16
religious person lis ten to Christmas services Via MCI. NOTRE DAME 20
MIAMI 19
Sometimes life really gets .me down.
HOUSTON 42
'ffiXAS TECH 33
Enough of my whtning-<>n to the game. The Huskers TEXAS A&.\1 17
ARKANSAS 15
still have a lot at stake 1-)ere-a margii1al shot at the PEI\TN STATE 23
PI1TSBURGH 21
national championship, and a major New Year's Day bowl ARIWl'\A STATE 26
ARIZONA 21
invitation. Oklahoma will be playing only for self respect.
and will be even looser than the brashly relaxed Sooners
f
normally are against the relatively tight Huskers. Oklahoma will be without star halfback Mike Gaddis (gone for
1. NOTRE DAME
the season with tom knee ligaments) and his backup. Ike
2 . COWRADO
14. TEXAS A&.M
Lewis. who was suspended for the year last week after an
3. MICHIGAN
15. ILLINOIS
incident with-surprise. surprise-the police. Thus. the
4. NEBRASKA
16. VIRGIKIA
burden falls squarely upon the young shoulders of true
5. AlABAMA
17. TE.'I{AS TECH
freshman Dewell Brewer to carry the Sooners· ground
6. MIAMI
18. PENN STATE
game. And a big burden that is. considering that Okla7. usc
19. WESTVIRGINIA
homa simply doesn't pass well at all. Their defense will
8. FLORIDA STATE
20. OKLAHOMA
have to carry the load. and they are capable of shutting
9. ARKANSAS
21. Pl1TSBURGH
down anyone. ManyColoradoplayersfeltthatOklahoma's
l 0. TENNESSEE
22. OHIO STATE
front seven was the best they had faced all year (which
11. AUBURN
23. HAWAII
includes Illinois, Nebraska. and Washington). In sum, the
12. CLEMSON
24. GEORGIA
Sooners are not the great talented bunch of recent years. \t_3. HOUSTON
25. BYU

f

HUNTER S TOp GUNS

. Vikings, Eagles Clash

By Jerry Pinn
Last week. not including the results of Monday
night's game between the Cincinnati Bengals and the
Houston Oilers. I was 6-5 against the spread. and 8-5
without the spread. I accidentally picked two scores by the
spread. so I could neither win nor lose these games.
San Francisco clearly appears to be the best team in
the N.F.L. right now. Many people expected them to have
a letdown after winning the Superbowllast year. If the
49'ers keep winning. they will clinch the home field
advan tage for the playoffs. The Montana to Rice connection is working well. and the 49'er defense Is not surrenderlng a lot of points. This bodes well for a repeat as
champions for the 49'ers.
The Washington Redskins and New Orleans Saints
kept their playoff hopes alive. although they are still dim.
by winning last week when they absolutely had to. I was
surprised the Redsklns could hold the Philadelphia Eagles
to only 3 points. Either Washington played their best
defense of the year. or something Is very wrong with the
Eagles' offense. I e..xpected the Los Angeles Rams to beat
the New York Giants. but not by 31-10. Yes. the Rams
dominated the Giants in every respect. but New York. at 82. is still one of the best teams in the league. The Giants
gave a lackluster effort. and they will tum it up several
notches in the next few weeks.
My revised picks for the playoffs are as follows. Buffalo
will win the AF.C. East because the only team that can
stop them is Miami. a nd Miami lost twice to the Bills.
meaning the Dolphins would have to beat the Bills by a

game to win the division. Miamis remaining schedule is
easier than Buffalo's, but the Bills are good enough to hold
on to win the East. . The Dolphins should get a wildcard
spo~. Cleveland is playtngverywell. and will win theAF.C.
Central. The Browns must still play Cinctnnati and
Houston. but they have proven that they are the best team
in the division by being consistent. The Browns· three
losses were all close games. Cleveland's defense is the
reason they will win their division. I think Houston will get
a wildcard spot. because their schedule Is easier than
Cincinnati's. The Denver Broncos will Win the AF.C.
West. and are likely to gain the home field advantage in the
playoffs.
In the N.F.C. East. the Giants should hold on to wtn
the division, assuming they beat Philadelphia on December 3rd. New York needs Mark Bavaro to return as soon
as possible. at least for his excellent blocking. if not for his
receiving. What favors the Giants is that they will have
four of their last six games at home. Philadelphia should
gain a wildcard because they are still a good team, and
their schedule gets easier after playing Minnesota next
week. MinnesotashouldholdontowtntheN.F.C.Central
because of their excellent defense. Their Sunday night
game at home against Chicagq will de.terrnine the division
Winner. Chicago has rebounded and will probably gain a
wildcard spot. although the Bears· schedule is still tough.
with away games at Minnesota. Washington. and San
Francisco. TheteamthatcouldknocktheBearsoutofthe
playoffs would be the Los Angeles Rams. but the Rams lost
to the Bears. so if they fmish with identical records. the

Bears would go to the playoffs. The San Francisco 49'ers
will win their division without any dlfficulty. and will
probably have the home field advantage in the playoffs.
Washington and New Orleans. if they can win five of their
next six games. have a shot at wildcard spots. but this is
unlikely given their tough remaining schedules.
At the beginning of the season. I predicted the Mtnnesota Vikings and Houston Oilers would reach the SuperbOwl. Right now. 1 think the final will be between San
Francisco and Cleveland. My alternate choices are Mtnnesota and Denver. Watch out for Miami. The Dolphtns now
have a respectable defense and a good running game to
complement Dan Marino. The Dolphtns have far surpassed my pre-season expectations.

My predictions for the games of Week 11:
Buffalo 26
New England 21
Indianapolis 23
New York Jets 20
Mia.mi 30
Dallas 20
Cincinnati 24
Detroit 20
Cleveland 24
Kansas City 17
Houston 24
Los Angeles Raiders 21
Pittsburgh 20
San Diego 18
New York Giants 26
Seattle 17
Philadelphia 20
Minnesota 16
Los Angeles Rams 31
Phoenix 20
Chicago 30
Tampa Bay 17
San Francisco 34
Green Bay 14
New Orleans 23
Atlanta 21
Washington 24
Denver 21
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In Manitsky's Briefs .. .

Wile E. Coyote
v.
Acme Products, Inc.
313 L.Clb. 764, 38 R.G. 10, 6 (1989)
ANDREW MANITSKY. C.J. (of course}: The facts are
not contested. Plaintiff Wile. E. Coyote. a coyote. pur·
chased several items from the defendant. Ar·me Products.
lnc.. includtng "Instant Earthquake Pills· and. most recently. "Rocke t Skates with Railroad Track. · Coyote
claims. Inter alia. that the trial court judge erred in Its
tnstrucUons to the jury: he argues that the j udge's instruction. "Oh come on! He's just a coyote!" was a pretty cheap
s hot. The defendant demurs to virtually everything.
stressing that (1) Coyote Is . tn fact. only a coyote: and (2}
Coyote Is. tn fact. only a cartoon. Coyote. in tum. demurs
to Acme's demurrer. and the trial court judge demurs to
Coyote's demurrer of the demurrer. The trial court found
for the defendant. offering reasoning that this court couldn't
quite understand (this court has had a rough week).
Coyote appeals. which is good. for we reverse the trial
court's decision and order a new trial to determine damages and stuff.
Coyote purchased the aforementioned products for
the particular purpose of apprehendtng one Roadrunner.
a roadrunner. !Roadrunner's testimony at trial was of
little use. for his repeated assertion "Beep Beep· was
rightly discounted as mere h earsay.) Coyote poured the
"Instant Earthquake Pills" into a dish. put a sign on it
which Identified It as btrd seed. and left it in the middle of
the road. Roadrunner saw the dish and ate the ·seed".
1\othing happen ed. Coyote proceeded to try one of the pills
htrnself. and when he observed no noticeable effect. proceeded to down the whole bottle. After he finished the pills.
he noticed that the label said. tn fine print. "Warninl'(: Not
effective on roadrunners.· Coyote. then suffered from a
major earthquake. vibraltng through mountainsides and
inj uring himself pretty bad.
Acme argues that the principle suggested in McConnell u. Commonwealth Picrures applies here: namely, that
s ince Coyote was up to no good. as a matter of public policy
we ought not let him sue to collect the rewards of his
corrupt a ct. viz.: wilfully. wantonly. purposely, knowingly.
and with malice aforethought misrepresenting the pills as
mere bird seed. Coyote, on the other hand, maintains that
the product failed the merchantability requtrement men·
Uoned somewhere tn the U.C.C .. and that the seller
certainly had reason to realize the purpose intended for
the product (namely. to facilitate the catching and subsequent eating of Roadrunner). Coyote also complains
about the fine print. argutng that the warning should have
been · conspicuous·, or at least pretty big.
Coyote also purchased "Rocket Skates with Railroad
Track" from defendant Acme Products, Inc. Coyote put on
the rocket skates (roller skates with rockets attached to
the back} and stood on the track he laid out. As Roadrunner approached. he fired up the skates and took otTleaving the earth's' atmosphere withtn seconds. Coyote,
for the sake of convenience, makes the same allegations as
he does in the aforementioned precedtng above paragraphs: and ipso ptpso, Acme does the same.
It is not clear if Coyote is pursutng a contract claim of
breach of warranty, a torts claim of negligence. or the most
trnpresslve claim of strict liability tn tort. This court is
persuaded by Greenman v. Yuba Power for two main
reasons: (1) the reasoning underlying the idea that "the
liability [in these cases]is not C'ne governed by the law of
contract warranties but by the law of strict liability In tort"
is very compelllng: and (2) this court's Torts professor said
somethtng about its betng a real important case.
!Justice Manltsky then went on to discuss the case of
Swnmers u. Tice, potnting out that while it has no rele-

Winter 1989 Grade Curves
Course

Professor

% A+

%A

% Bt

%B

% Ct

%C

% Dt

% D

Schneider
Sandalow

1.5
0.0
1.0
1.0

7.6
13.7
13.5
9.4
14.8
12.6
16.1
14.3
6.1
10.0
10.0
14.3
16.7
14.9
19.7
9.5
16.0
19.4

13.6
20.0
20 8
22.9
18.2
18.9
17.2
22.0
27.3
24.4

33.3
23.2
26.0
30.2
28.4
31.6
24.7
27.5
33.3
40.0
40.0
28.6
25.0
28.7
30.3
38.1
36.0
35.5

21.2
31.6
24.0
24.0
22.7
23.2
22.6
23. 1
21.2
23.3
16.7
25.0

1.5
3.2
!.0
0.0
i.l
1.1
0.0
3.3
0.0
!.1
0.0
0.0

3.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0~

QO

17.0
18.2
14.3
16.0
16.1

15.2
8.4
12.5
12.5
13.6
10.5
16. I
8.8
9.1
0.0
3.3
3.6
12.5
5.3
3.0
0.0
4.0
3.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0 n/a

16.1
7.2
20.5
23.1
31.4
3 1.6
20.3
25..0
26.9
32. 1
29.0
23.5
23.7
33.1
26.0
26.7
11.1
30.0
16.3
40.0
29.6
25.6
37.0
28.2
22.2
16.1
15.3
28.0
24.6
33.9
31.3
16.2
25.0
32.0
16.7
23.4
30.0
13.1
20.6
2 1.7
12.5
20.0
20.5
16.7
0.0

9.7
13.0
7.7
23. 1
11.4
15.8
13.0
14.3
15.4
16.7
16.8
14.7
13.6
6.9
18.0
17.2
13.7
16.0
18.6

3.2
2.9
10.3
7.7
8.6
3.5
5.8
3.6
7.7
5.1
4 .7
8 .8
6 .8
0.8
6.0
6.9
4.3
8.0
4.7

9.7
4.3
5.1
2 .6
0.0
0.0
1.4
3.6
1.9
0.0
1.9
2.9
0.0
0 .0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
2.9
2.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0 .0
0 .0
0.9
0.0
0 .0

3.2
0.0
0.0

1~3

~7

QO

QO

18.3
12.4

2 .8
4 .7
3.7
2.6
3.7
3.2
5.1
0.0
5.3
3.6
0.0
1.4
5.0
4.0
0.0
4. 7
2.5
2.0
0.0
0.0
0 .0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

Firsr-Year Courses

Property
ConsL Law
Property
Civil Pro. I
Public Law
Contracts
Con traces
Contracts
Crim. Law
Property
Contracts
Crim.Law
L's & Clients
ConsLLaw
Contracts
L's & Clients
L's & Clients
Crim . Law

Krier

Cooper
Pildes
Soper
Pooley
Katz
Whlte,J.B.
Miller
Gray (§5]
Westen
Pepe (§2)
Schauer
Gray (§J)
Pepe (§1)
Borgsdorf
Chambers

Upperclass Courses
Enter.Organ.
Vining
Trusts & Esl.l
Waggoner
Civil Rights
Whitman
Law & Psych.
Watson
Trusts & Esl.l
Peschel
Antitrust
Friedman
Labor Law
St. Antoine
Crim. Proc.
Israel
Civil Pro.ll
Syverud
Friedman
Evidence
First Amend.
Kam.lsar
Welfare Law
Lehman
CommTrans
Mautner
Corp.Fin.
Seligman
Cult.& Env.
Deveney
Emp.Discr.
St. Antoine
Tax I
White, P.
Insurance
Syverud
lmmlgraUon
Aleinlkoff
Juries
Ellsworth
Eng. Leg.Hist.
Simpson
Jurisdiction
Matasar
Race & Gender
Alelnikoff
Health Law
Payton
CP Survey
Israel
C1vil Pro.ll
Matasar
Prol ofTech.
Eisenberg
Corp.Crtme
VIni ng
Copyright
Utman
Sec.Reg.
Fox
Adv.Legal Res.
.leaiy
Cred.Rlghts
Carlson
AlL to Lltig.
Gray
lnt'l Finance
Fox
Est.& Gift Tax
Peschel
Enter.Organ.
Katz, L
Water Law
Abrams
Admin. Law
Payton
lnl'l Law
WeUer
Political Phil.
Regan
Trusts & Esl n
Waggoner
CrimAppPrac
Jordan
Trad./ Europe
Wetler
Rhetoric
White, J. B.
Blood Feuds
Miller

1.1

2. 1
3.2
1.1
3.0
1.1

0.0
3.6
0.0
1.1
3.0
0.0
4.0
3.2
3.2
1.4
2.6
3.8

0.0
0.0
1.4
0.0
1.9
1.3
1.9
2 .9
3.4

0.0
2.0
2.6
1.7
2.0
2.3
3.3
1.4
3.1
0.0
7.7
1.9
3.2

0.0
4.0
3.5
3.6

0.0
2 .7
5 .0
4.0
0 .0
3 .7
2 .5
1.0
3.7
5 .0
25.0

0.0
5.1

0.0
0.0

12.9
7.2
20.5
11.5
8.6
8.8
11.6
14.3
15.4
14.1
16.8
20.6
10.2
9.2
16.0
18. 1
12.0
20.0
20.9
23.3
19.7
14.7
18.5
7.7
11.1

12.9
23.7
8.0
12.3
19.6
31.3
10.8
15.0
20.0
25.0
22.4
17.5
15.2
19.6
25.0

0.0
40.0
33.3
50.0
45.5

30.0
25.0
37.5
33.0
24.2
38.1
24.0
22.6
9.7
13.0
12.8
20.5
20.0
19.3
15.2
2 1.4
23.1
15.4
16.8
17.6
22.0
17.7
22.0
17.2
17.1
20.0
25.6
13.3
22.5
16.3
25.9
28.2
20.4
22.6
22.0
16.0
28. 1
16. 1
6.3
17.6
27.5
8.0
16.7
26.2
32.5
19.2
27.1

30.0
37.5
40.0
28.2
33.3
45.5

vance to the case at bar. it Is nonetheless a great case and
Is a lot of fun to discuss amongst one's friends.]
Acme also argues that Coyote mis used the products.
We do not agree. WUe E. Coyote Is. according to his
bustness card. a ·genius·. and is quite probably a ·supergenius". Geniuses, especially super-geniuses. do not
misuse products. In addition. Acme maintains that there
Is no privity between the plaintiff and the defendant.
Again, we do not agree. This court is, quite frankly. bored
by the n otion of privity. Moreover. It should be obvious to
the defendant that. vls·a-vls products liability. practically
no one buys this "privity" talk anymore.
For these reasons. and because this court doesn't
much care for Roadrunner. the trial court's decision Is
reversed and a new trial is ordered solely for the purpose
of determining how much cash Acme has to shell out.
!Reversed and remanded.)

8~

I !.I

17.9
7.4
12.9
10.2
8.0
7.0
8.9
18.8
9.5
7.5
4.0
16.7
9.3
2.5
5.1
9.3
1.7
12.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0 .0
I. 7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0 .0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0 .0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0 .0

%E

% P Avg. GPA

3.0 n/a
0.0 n/a
0.0 n/a
0.0 n/a
0.0 n/a
0.0 n/a
0.0 n/a
0.0 n/a
0.0 n/a
0.0 n/a
0.0 n/a
0.0 n/a
0.0 n/a
1.5
0.0
0.0
0.0

n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0 .0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.8
0.0

0.0
0.0
0 .0
2.3
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0 .0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

32.3
47.8
17.9
7.7
20.0
21.1
31.2
17.9
7.7
15.4
12.1
8.8
20.3
31.5
10.0
11.2
39.3
4.0
9.3
0.0
5 .6
23.3
3.7
7 .7
33.3
29.0
22.0
36.0
19.3
14.3
12.5
41.9
15.0
28.0
25.0
10.3
12.5
44.4
19.6
16.7
12.5
0.0
12.8
0 .0
9 .1

:tiSt.J

-.: ~t

~.; ~

~= ~

-.:'-' c

-"\.J •S

S!.. ~~-=K..~

2.733
2.950
2.968
2.979
2.990
3.015
3 .018
3.020
3.046
3.103
3.134
3.164
3. 188
3. 193
3.194
3.2 14
3 .220
3.243
2.857
2.871
3.046
3.047
3.054
3 .093
3 .096
3.111
3.125
3.125
3.138
3.139
3.159
3.166
3. 167
3.167
3.172
3.177
3. 179
3.21 3
3.220
3.220
3.227
3.236
3.25 1
3.268
3.271
3.281
3.286
3.292
3.293
3.306
3 .324
3 .333
3.337
3 .353
3.386
3 .391
3.420
3.564
3 .571
3.600
3.628
3.667
3.754

)

Third-year law
student B. Orde
Stiphe ponders
the remainder of
his academic
existence.
(cartoon by Mike Cramer)
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A Survival Guide for First-Years

By Michael R. McCarthy
No doubt there will be lots of people giving you sage
advice on how to succcssfuJiy complete your first year of
law school. My advice regardi11g all that advice is to take
it or leave it as you wish. Practically speaking. none of it
matters.
Below. however. is some essential Information that. I
believe. Will more intimately a1Tect the quality of your first
vear than anv of the usual academic bromides.
i. Leave cl~ss immediately after its completion.
If you don't hurry. all the couches In the lounge will fill
up before you can get a good spot. You will. therefore. nc~
only be deprived of your essential between-classses :1ap.
but v.ill undoubtedly be suc~ed into a conversation about
burden of proof.
I do urge caution. nov·ever. the couches are vinyl.
They. therefore. do not ab~<>rb any drool that m1ght run
OL.:t of your mouth as you doze. So cany a hanky. Once
the world has seen you lying face-down in a puddle of your
own spit, it Will never take you seriously aga1n.
2. Choose a favorite washroom.
Do it early. but shop around a little before setWng on
any particular one. There are Jots of possibilities for people
of varying tastes. My personal favorite Is in the basement
corridor across from the phone booths. It has a real
seriov" bathroom atmosphere- you know. a dozen or so
stalls. the klr.d of real offensive graffiti that makes you
wonder about the human race in general and Jaw students
in particul~r. that brown mold that Invades from the
ceiling downward. and handwashers of the fountain type
you see only In baseball parks and bus terminals. It has
great camaraderie as well. Oftentimes. for instance. ·out
of Order· signs are scribbled on paper towels and tmpaled
on urinal handles to wam the unwary. People do care.
The washrooms in the new library are nice looking.
but the blue tile was obviously pur !n to frustrate all graffiti
writers - and it succeeds. n.e place Jacks soul. In
addition. the urinal invariably squirts a little water onto
your shoe when it is flushed. I'm always afraid everyone
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will figure I had an accident.
1 don't know much about the women's washrooms.
But I usually !@ok tn !he one In the basement of Legal
Research when I wati\: by. Last year it had a real corr.!'ort·
able-looklng ch::tl.!· !n there - perfect for sitting and
chewing the fat. This year I noticed it has a table and a few
rhalrs. You could easily use It to play bridge or whatever.
So. if I were a woman. I suppose I'd go there.
3 . Don't roughhouse in t he bullding or run in th~
:tails.

Last year several people ended up crying.
4. Nip those pesky professors in the bud.
Faculty members are always bugging you to get to·
gether with them. If you encourage them. they never let
up. Believe me. I know!
Last year. I made the mistake o: accepting an invitation to Dean Sandalow·s ior dinner. {Editor's note: Profes·
sor Sandalow Is no longt!T' dean. as mosr of you know. Lee
Bollinger Is the CUTTenl dean. f( any ofyoufrrsc-years haue
any jurrher questions regardi::g swviuing this renn. please
feel free to caU him at 764·05 14./
"You know. nothing fancy. · he said. "Good food. good

wine. good conversati~n. Huw 'bout it. Mike?"
·well. Dean Sandalow ... •
"Please, Mike ... my friends call me 'Sklppy' ... •
{Editor's nore. Proje:.sor Sandalow CUTTently canies the
more? dignifred. nickname 'Sandy'.}
·well. Skippy. Cathleen and I really just thought we'd

sll around and read that night. Besides. I already told
Thumper' .. :
"Thumper Kauper ... ?·
"Rlght ... I already told Thumper we couldn'tgo tohi5
house that night. so .. . I ... •
·
"Don't you worry about Kauper. I'll take care of him.
And you can read or do anything you want out at my place.
I promise we won't talk shop.·
"OK." I said.
Well. anyway. to make a long story short. the evening
was a disaster. Turns out Skippy only got me over there

to corral me into co-writing his next book v.ith him. That
bothered me because he knew dam well worY..ing with him
would queer the cieal I had going with "Baseline" McCree.
To make matters worse. just as we were about to wriggle
free. in -,..·aJks "J.P." !Stevens]. He wants my advice on
gender-based discrimination in pension plans. so. of
<'0urse. we had to hang around even later. Kow It's every
•.:mple of weeks Skippy is on the phone wanting to do this
or that. I know he's lonely. but a guy can only lake so
much.
5. Settle on a favorite can<iy machine selection.
My favorite has forever been "Chuckles·. But they
present the eternal dilemma- what to do with the licorice
one. If you choose "Chuckles· too : all me. I made friends
With someone who is s.a\'lnl! up hcorice ones till he has
enough to pave his dnveway.
6. Don' t have a sexual relationship.
No one else Is. Why shouJd you be the ftrst?
7 . W:1en you study, don't forget where you are.
There is noth1ng more unsettling to me than seeing a
h·w student hard at the books. absent-mindedly plcklng a
blemish on the back of his neck.
8 . Pick one 1V show you can't miss.
I unwind With David Letterman. Lettennan himself I
can take or leave. But if you watch the show on Channel
13 out of Toledo. you get to see. starting about l :00 a.m..
commercials for ·cae~·s Showplace.· These advertise·
ments always make me forget quasi in rem jurisdictionor quasi anything. for that matter- and send me to bed
in a sardonic mood.
9. 12 So.2d 305
10. Rave some pride .
Don't crowd ru.:mnd the classroom door so that you
can cla1m your middle row. center seat. This is a sure sign
of someone who has lost perspective. Better you should
amble in late and scream. "Hey Thumper. Ain't no chairs
left.· This is a foolproof way toendearyourselftoall mt.hln
earshot.
--from The Res Gestae. Octoberl2. 1983.

Law School-Induced Psychopath(Jlogy

By Michael Mishlove
Law school does weird thtngs to people. WhUe this
proposition Is self-evident :.:> most Jaw students (and If it
Isn't. put the paper down ~nd take a good look around you
or In the mirror). a bri.:.' t-erusal of the American Psych!·
atricAssociaUon's D!aqnosticandStatlsticalManual(DSM·
Ul·RJ suggests that :.he psychiatric community Is com·
pletely oblivious to the unique plight of the law student. As
most of you know. psychotherapy Is expensive and. unless
you have a DSAHII·R diagnosis. you can't receive lnsur·
ance reimbursement Unfortunately...weirded out by Jaw
sch~J" Will not cut It as a diagnosis and most of the
existing diagnoses fail to adequately capture the essence
of law school Induced mental disorder. Economically. it
behooves us as present day law students and future
psychiatric couch potatoes to make OL•r plight known to
the American Psychiatric Association's task force on
nomenclature and psychopathology and to get our disorders officially recognized in the DSM.
In what follows I Will begin the task of describing some
of the more common law school induc~d disorders. My
space Is limited: so too Will be the coverage of this article.
Today I will begin with three Axis I diagnoses (Major Mental
Disorders) and In the future I hope to get to a discussion
of the Axis II disorders (Personality Dlso:-ders). Impotence
and frigidity In the law student will be covered in a
completely separate article given the sensitivity of the
topic.
The first disorder I wish to discuss Is relatJvely tnocuous. ! call it Atypical Analogia. After that I tum to Patho·
logical Hypotheticallsm. I treat these two disorders together because I am not certain that they are. in fact.
separate disorders: my experience suggests that atypical
analogia may simply be the prodromal phase of pathological hypotheticallsm. The student who suffers from analogta Is unable to answer any question or address any Issue
other than by way of analogy. When Interacting wil'1 a

student who suffers fro~.1 ;:.nalogia. one gets the feeling she
ha~ something to hid.~(: hough this may be entirely unconsclcus). The analog,: s refusal to confront any issue di·
recUy. strongly Sl!~est:s that the defense mechanisms of
repression and ·;enial play an Important role ln the
development and ma1ntenance of this disorder. In light of
this obsenrallo!1 I am inclined to place analogia within the
class of "anxiety-based disorders· (formerly referred to as
·neuroses· In the earlier diagnostic manuals). It Is very
<.l!fficult and frustrating to have a conversation with one
who sufl'ers from analogia. especially ifyou want a specific
quesdon answered. As a practical suggestion, it Is fruitful
when trying to ask a question ofan analogic to ask a closely
related question and hope the analoglc analogizes tc the
desired topic.
If inten•ention is not swift. analogla may deteriorate
Into pathological hypothet!calism. The student with hy·
potheticalism lives in a world of (:Oun terfactuals and
babbles incoherently about hypotheticals. In progressing
from analogia to hypotheticalism we pass from the realm
of the neuroses to that of the psycho~s. Reality testing in
the student with hypotheticalism Is severely disturbed:
she knows no reality. for her world Is that of the counterfactual where nothing Is lrue and no fact can be relied
upon. The tlnal stage of this progression from analogla to
hypotheticalism is ·Jaw professorism· which Is way too
serious a disorder to discuss here. Suffice it to say that it
Is a severe confusional state characterized by periods of
marked incoherence and mood swings. Ever wonder why
universities are referred to as "Institutions· of higher
learning?
The tlnal Axis I diagnosis I Wish to consider Is what I
have come to call ·competition Induced Paranoia.· The
disorder is best illustrated by example. A week or two age
I was reading the latest Mother Jones in the library when
a classmate came up to chat. When he noticed SOm(;
unfamiliar reading material in my hands. he became

visibly agitated a~ he struggled In vatn to iden tL)r what I
was reading. Bef·)re long he was hyperventlialing and. I
think. foaming at the mouth. (This could ha\·e been
powdered sugar from the bag of doughnuts he had just
consumed and that ra1ses the issue oflnw school induced
eating disorders but they will be treated later.) Finally. he
came right out and asked what I was readtng. Before I
couJd even say. "Ohjust the latest MotherJor.zs: this guy
blurted out. "Is It helpfuJ. how did you find out about it. I
tried Gabert's outlines and L~ey wcked. hey couJd I Xerox
that?" The defining charac1eristlc of competition tnduced
paranoia Is a delusional belief that others are out to get an
unfalr advantage over you. All of the behavior of the
individual with competition tnduced paranoia Is directed
at not being left behind in the dog-eat-dog world of class
rank and Law Review. I'm not suggesting that hard work
in a competitive program Is pathological but in the case of
this sort of paranoia. the hard work Is misdirected: the
poor chump was busy copying Mo!.her Jones when he
should have been read!r.g Palsgraf
In the case of analogia :md hypotheticalism there Is
vel)' l!tUe clue about the speclftc etiological pathways of
the disorders. The case Is somewhat different wiUt compe·
tltion induced paranoia. We know for a fact that there are
often famlly dynamics underlying this drsorder-such as
sibling rivalry and/or intense pressure to meet the unre·
allstic expectations of high achieving paren ts. But per·
haps more significant as a cause of cern petition induced
paranoia are the o:.=1~r students who suffer from a person·
alit'; disorder which I refer to as · competition Induced
Head Tripping.· The head trip!)Cr would ha\·e responded to
my classmate's query by saying. ''What this? Oh. this is
just an extra credit reading assignment that the professor
ruggested I do while he was over for dif\Jler this weekend.·
Competition Induced head tripping Will be covered
next time when 1 discuss personality disorders.
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The Soon-To-Be-Concluded
(Sigh!) Adventures of
Superclerk
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The Final Chapter
By Robert L. Jones
As with all things. even summerclerkships must come
to an end. No matter how much you would like to maintain
this cushy job a nd live on a scale to which you've very
quickly become accustomed. the gravy train must roll into
the station and you must get off. The end Is as inevitable
as death and taxes and about as welcome.
My last day came in late July. Despite that school
didn't begin (and I was available) for another six weeks, the
firm could only commit to the program for ten weeks.
When that ten weeks had passed. I was gone. True to my
profes sional tradHion. I whined about it. This phase lasted
only a short Ume. however. After all. how much whining
can you do about not having to work or study for six
weeks?
I had been given fewer and fewer assignments as the
las t day approached. It was hoped that I would finish all
my work before I left. This was not to be. I received a couple
of really monster projects at the last minute and despite
my best efforts. some things didn't get done. This Is one
of the maJor blunders a law clerk can make. and I wasn't
happy about it. Leaving projects is not a good way to get
a job.
I arrived at work on my final day not knowing what to
do or h ow to act. The Hlrtng Partner told me I should
cl«:ulate through the office and say my goodbyes. Not
wanting to argue with someone who held my fate in his
hands, and looking for every last opportunity to iniluence
the Impending h lrtng decision , I compiled.
For several hours. I wandered the halls searching out
busy attorneys and pestering them. They asked me what
my plans were and I told them I would be hanging out for
sLx weeks. The looks of envy I received did not make me
feel confiden t about gatning their goodwill. In fact, after

hours of bothering these obvious ly busy people. I began to
question the whole concept of saying goodbye at all. So.
I decided to do what anyone would do in my position.
bother someone who couldn't affect my job prospects.
Bother someone who could only suffer from wasting time
talking to me. someone In direct competi Uon with me: the
other clerk.
The other clerk had started a week after me and still
hadanotherweekofwork. While I considered it fortunate
that I had a week of the firm all to myself at the start of the
sununer, he would have an entire week to make them
forget they ever knew me. I
resolved to keep him busy
until I left.
Unfortunately. this tactic
failed as the Hiring Partner
stuck his head Into the con·
feren ce room the clerks
shared.
"Your exit interview will
be in ten minutes: he said.
My blood froze. The
moment had arrived; the culmination of weeks of work.
photocopying, softball. canoeing and other fun activlties.
For about half an hour. the
Hiring Partner would tell me
what they liked and did n't
like about me. He would delicately probe my psyche and
analyze my strengths and
weaknesses. He might even
tell me if I would be hired. In

short. It would be thirty minl'tes of living hell.
Doing what came naturally In such a s ituation.
headed for the restroom. I spent almost the entire ten
minutes combing my hair. picking fluff off my suit and
making sure nothing disgusting was hanging on my n ose.
When all was perfect. I decided to wash my hands.
At this point. I must discuss one of the finer points of
law fum hygiene. While the bathrooms are quite often
comfortable, warm and roomy. they are also booby-trapped
to embarrass unwary clerks. Knowing this. I reached out
See Farewell, Page Four
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Law in the Raw
(EdUor'sNote: This quotationfrom last week's column
containS a spelling error:)

Don't Show Your Clients This
"Christians don't sue lawyers:
-8ign of a picketer outside the trial of Jim Bakker
ABA JournaL November. 1989
The management wishes to apologize for this error.
Of course Chrtstians sue lawyers! The quotation should
have been "Christians don't use lawyers.· Then agaln.
ChrtsUans were thrown to the gladiators without shields.
too. (Nowdon·tget upset- that's a joke, and I don't mean
to lmpugn Christians, .Jews. Moslems, Hindus. users of
Peyote. Romans. Grteks, gladiators. or Steve Olson.)

Speaking of Steve Olson
3L Steve Olson has shown up. in all places, In
Newsweeld Steve. in an article called "Year of the B lue
Collar Guy· in the November 6, 1989 issue. writes to

convlnce the reader that 1989 ts "The Year of the BlueCollar Guy (BCG.)"
Steve is pretty harsh on his own profession. as the
following excerpts indicate:
"When some 21st century Louis L'Amour
writes about this era he won't eulogize the greedy
Wall Street insider. He won't commend thenarrow-shouldered. wide-hipped lawyers with sixdigit unearned incomes doing the same work
women can do. His wide-shouldered heroes will
be plucked from the ranks of the blue-collar guy.
They are the last vestige of the manly world
where strength. skill and hard work are still
valued."
Pretty tough words, Steve. He gets tougher:
·one symbol of America's opulent wealth is
the n umber of people who can sit and ponder
and comment and write without producing a
usable product or skill. Hey. get a real jobmake something- then talk. Those talkers are

By Colin Zick
the guys we drove from the playgrounds into the
libraries when we were young and n ow for 20
years or more we have endured the revenge of the
nerd:
Newsweek. November 6. 1989
(Thanks to whomever Left the Library for a
moment to put that articie in my pendaflex.)

A Thousand Points of Toast
An alumnus of the University of Michigan Law School.
and former RG staffer, found hlmselfworklng In Washington. D.C. after graduation , like many of us will. Uke fewer
of us. he was dolng pro bono work representing the
homeless.
It seems a certain s helter for the homeless was running dangerously short on toilet paper. Despite urgent
pleas. the city did nothing. The lawyer complained to the
city. Instant response: large boxes arrived post haste.
Inside those boxes was not Scott's® or Charmin®. Instead. inside those boxes were gold-embossed cocktail
napkins left over from the Bush-Quayle inaugural gala.

Thanks to wr..omeuer put this in my pendajlex.

True Stories
LITR was recently made privy to an interesting. reallife experience of one second-year student. Said student
was in one of the Law School's rest rooms. changing In
anticipation of an interview. Said law student was approached by a large, burly. unshaven. and generally
nasty-looking man. The man asked our intrepid student,
"What's the definition of larceny?" Had this been Jerry
Israel. he could have answered. But he froze (did he
pass?). and the man left, in search. perhaps. of a better
answer.
The one question you'd love to know the answer to:
exacUy why was this man so Interested In the definition of
larceny?

Thanks.

Did You Notice'?
Go to Sub-1 of the Library. Walk over to the water
fountain--you know the one- the one where the water
tastes like It filtered down from the grass above? Off to
your rtght is a potted palm. Bend down. and look behind
the palm. RAT POISON! Either the Law Review a ccepted
too many people this year and is looking for an easy way
to trtm the staff size. or we've got kindred souls d own
there.

We Couldn't Make Stuff Uke This Up

Testimony on Bud
Movle director Roland Joffe has had great success
with amateur actors. Hatng Ngor. a Cambodian doctor
who starred In 1he Killing Fields.· even won an Oscar in
1984. So the director was quite serious in May 1988 when
he called David Webster. now a partner In Washington.
D.C.'s Caplin & Drysdale. and invited him to audition for
a lead role in Fat Man and Uttle Boy.
Joffe had heard from a friend about Webster's boomlngvoice and six-foot physique. The next month. Webster
went to New York City and met with J offe to talk about
playing General Leslie Groves, the World War I veteran
who had been given the assignment of pushing scien tists
In New Mexico to fmish the atomic bomb. "I was looking
at my trtaJ schedule and the shooting schedule. I could
do it," recalls Webster. 55.
Although Webste; is a formJdable stage presence in
bar-sponsored courtroom re-enactments, Paramount
vetoed him. givlng the part to Paul Newman. "If you're
gong to get beaten by somebody. you may as well get
beaten by Paul Newman.· shrugged the hazel-eyed Webster.
Washington Le~al Times, October 30. 1989
That's all for this week. I've got to get my wide hips
to the library.

